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Founders



MOTORSKINS

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Motorskins manufactures textile-based, wearable robots 
for everyday use. The technology company specializes in 
textiles with embedded fluidics for human-machine 
interaction. It produces active garments that function like 
external muscles. Customized solutions are developed for 
customers in different industries.

motorskins.com

Associated Hub

Wildcard

Sector

Robotics, medical 
technology, Gaming

Markets

DACH, EU, Japan

Employees

5

Founded

2020

CONTACT

Juan Opitz-Silva 
juan@motorskins.com

https://motorskins.com/
mailto:juan@motorskins.com
mailto:juan@motorskins.com


MITIGANT

Mitigant is an enterprise cloud security SaaS solution, 
that helps enterprises build security, compliance and 
cyber resilience for their hosted Cloud infrastructures.

mitigant.io

Nils Karn 
nils@mitigant.io

Associated Hub

Cybersecurity Hub 
Darmstadt

Sector

Cybersecurity and 
Cloud Security

Markets

DACH, Benelux, 
Scandinavia

Employees

15

Founded

2021

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

CONTACT

https://www.mitigant.io/de
mailto:nils@mitigant.io
mailto:nils@mitigant.io


CARVE8

Carve8 is an expert in car subscriptions in the premium 
segment. We offer a white-label Platform solution for 
players in the automotive market.

carve8.com

Anudar Hanibal 
anudar.hanibal@carve8.com

Associated Hub

Future Industries Hub 
Stuttgart 

Sector

Automotive/Trade

Markets

Germany

Employees

4

Founded

2021

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

CONTACT

https://www.carve8.com/
mailto:anudar.hanibal@carve8.com


PROMISEQ

promiseQ offers a cloud-based SaaS solution in the form 
of a web platform. promiseQ helps emergency call 
centers increase the efficiency of their video alarm 
handling by up to 80% by virtually eliminating false 
alarms through AI and crowd working.

promiseq.com

Elias Kardel 
elias@promiseq.com

Associated Hub

MediaTech Hub Potsdam

Sector

Video intelligence and 
security industry

Markets

DACH

Employees

3

Founded

2021

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

CONTACT

https://www.promiseq.com/de
mailto:elias@promiseq.com


CONVAISE

The flagship product, Convaise Studio, is a no-code 
software platform that enables administrations to create 
chat assistants that map and simplify application 
processes, consultations and citizen services. Instead of 
using paper forms to communicate with citizens, an AI-
based assistant supports the citizen through the process.

convaise.com

Tushaar Bhatt 
tushaar@convaise.com

Associated Hub

InsurTech Hub Munich

Sector

GovTech

Markets

Germany, Austria 

Employees

3

Founded 

2019

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

CONTACT

https://convaise.com/
mailto:tushaar@convaise.com


SYNAPZE

Synapze is an AI/NLP-powered decision-making 
platform for financial services companies looking to 
transform their operations and remain competitive.  
By automating complex decision-making processes, 
Synapze reduces errors and improves accuracy, resulting 
in lower costs and higher customer and employee 
satisfaction.

synapze.io

Associated Hub

InsurTech Hub Munich

Sector 

Financial Services,  
B2B SaaS

Markets

Europe, US

Employees

9

Founded 

2021

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

CONTACT

Rohit Bhosale 
rohit@synapze.io

https://synapze.io/
mailto:rohit@synapze.io
mailto:rohit@synapze.io


NEWSTARTERS

NewStarters promotes the long-term integration of 
migrants both into society and the labor market.  
The multilingual platform digitizes and promotes the 
individual phases of the complex and long-term 
integration process through targeted measures, which are 
organized supra-regionally and AI-supported.

newstarters.de

Alaa Khal 
Al.khal@newstarters.de

Associated hub

Wildcard

Sector

Integration and 
digitalization 

Markets

Germany

Employees

11

Founded

2022

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

CONTACT

https://www.newstarters.de/
mailto:Al.khal@newstarters.de


STOGL ROBOTICS

Stogl Robotics, based in Karlsruhe, is a consulting and 
engineering services company specializing in robot 
control, software and hardware integration, and the use 
of ROS and ROS2. The start-up is committed to open 
source and helps its customers achieve independence by 
realizing non-IP parts of their applications with open 
technologies.

stoglrobotics.de

Denis Stogl 
mail@stoglrobotics.de

Associated Hub

Artificial Intelligence  
Hub Karlsruhe 

Sector

Information and 
Communication 

Markets

Worldwide

Employees

5

Founded

2021

UNTERNEHMENSBESCHREIBUNG

CONTACT

https://stoglrobotics.de/
mailto:mail@stoglrobotics.de


CONCR

More efficiency and safety through concrete monitoring 
with ConcR. ConcR sensors, which are embedded in the 
concrete during casting, monitor the temperature 
development and maturing process of the concrete and 
make unerring predictions about its compressive strength 
and further processing. The technology helps to make the 
right decisions, saves costs and reduces waste.

concr.de

Burak Acilan 
burak.acilan@concr.de

Associated Hub

IoT Hub Berlin

Sector

B2B Construction

Markets

EU, Middle East &  
North Africa

Employees

10

Founded

2019

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

CONTACT

https://concr.de/
mailto:burak.acilan@concr.de


TAPLINE

Tapline transforms recurring SaaS revenue into fast, 
transparent and non-dilutive growth capital. The platform 
provides financial analytics and a cash flow/working 
capital dashboard that enables SaaS companies to 
manage their funding needs in advance and, by trading 
their subscriptions to Tapline’s investment pool to receive 
liquidity on a monthly basis.

tapline.io

Peter Grouev 
peter.grouev@tapline.io

Associated Hub

FinTech Hub Frankfurt

Sector

FinTech

Markets

Germany, Czech Republic, 
Poland, Central and Eastern 
European countries

Employees

7

Founded

2021

COMPANY DESCRIPTION

CONTACT

https://tapline.io/
mailto:peter.grouev@tapline.io



